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The Unseen Shows

Not Beyond Reach
CLARE SCOTT PROFILES ‘BEYOND DRAWING’, A GROUP EXHIBITION FEATURING DUTCH AND
IRISH ARTISTS EXPLORING THE MEDIUM OF CONTEMPORARY DRAWING.
‘BEYOND DRAWING’ AT Ballina Arts Centre (5 March – 25
April) was a group show curated by Dutch artist Arno Kramer, which asked: is drawing just a story, an idea sketched out
on paper, or can it inhabit our three-dimensional world?
The simplicity and accessibility of drawing means that
it not only provides a dynamic structure for projected artwork; it also functions as a primary language for capturing
and sharing thoughts and ideas with others. In art historical terms, drawing is often seen as playing a supporting role
to painting and other artforms. But while it is painting that
made the splash, coming off the wall and into space, pivotal
works – think Pollock’s lariats of colour and Duchamp’s Mile
of String – owe much to the line.
Behind Kramer’s primary intention, another ghostly
framework is sketched by the geographical and cultural contrasts, derived from the artists’ countries of origin. Three are
from The Netherlands – Marleen Kappe, Romy Muijrers,
Marisa Rappard – and three are from Ireland – Felicity Clear,
Kiera O’Toole and Mary-Ruth Walsh. One, a land held in
check by ordered canals, a history framed in doorways and
rectangles of buttery light (relieved, it’s true, by the scribbles
of a cavalier’s ruff ); the other, bisected by crazy stone walls,
thorny ditches, rumpled mountains, jagged paws to the sea
and a heritage scored in granite and scratched on vellum. It is
a combination that offers an intriguing underpinning to the
dynamic possibilities of linear expression.
The art centre, alas, so amenable to encroachments by generations of artists, has proved less open to the incursions of
COVID-19, and so ‘Beyond Drawing’, after a truncated run,
might now be renamed ‘Beyond Reach’. Is it possible to write
meaningfully about a show, whose raison d’etre is to explore
the boundaries between flat surfaces and occupied space,
without actually experiencing it? Images of artworks are not
the artworks – not yet, despite the proliferation of online creativity. But no matter how context changes – and it always
changes, even if not usually so violently – ‘Beyond Drawing’
questions boundaries, which are, by definition, everywhere,

not least between us and the show. The conceptual framework, backed by photographs and a minute-long handheld
video, indicates that a virtual visit is not without its merits.
Materialising in the centre of the space, the viewer faces
a 16-paned window, beyond which the River Moy flows. To
the right, Romy Muijrers’s two-dimensional work – perhaps
closest to traditional ideas of drawing and as such, hardest to
assess digitally – introduces the show. On cut and torn paper,
figurative and abstract images combine with wall-drawing to
recreate a non-linear expression of human experience. Drawing as a bridge between inner and outer worlds, memory
and presence, is emphasised by its echoing of the stonework
around the window, while its scale promises a certain impact
for the more substantive viewer.
Opposite – in more than one way – Marleen Kappe’s
dynamic work concerns the embodiment of the line. A whiteboard drawn with vertical black lines forms a ramp up to the
three-dimensional wall-piece of painted wood and cardboard,
which shoots off in a diagonal towards the ceiling, a physical
manifestation of the light that might fall through the window
that directly challenges the space on its own terms.
Mary-Ruth Walsh’s framed drawing facing the door provides an alternative entry point into the show. The seeming
demureness of her piece belies a two-part line of enquiry. The
delicately rendered transparent structure initially suggests an
exploration into our relationship with architectural surroundings, until it becomes apparent that it depicts the clear plastic
package, displayed alongside on a plinth. The viewer is asked
to question not only their physical and sociological position
in the world, but their negative impact on it.
Kiera O’Toole’s work recalls Pollock’s later work The
Deep (1953), an interrupted attempt to push on from the
drip paintings. However, this fringed assemblage of cutup graphite, charcoal and ink drawings – woven together,
combining structured grid with the handmade – tickles the
space, calling attention both to the drawing surface and its
dual dimensionality.

Kiera O’Toole, 23 Weaved Drawings (detail), 2020, ink and graphite on
paper; photograph by Kiera O’Toole, courtesy of the artist

Felicity Clear, Drift, 2020; photograph by Kiera O’Toole, courtesy of the artist

Marisa Rappard’s work is the most uninhibited. A jungle of coloured lines criss-cross irregular paper shapes, the
fragments of drawings, mixed with broken corners formed
by thin wooden lats joined at angles. Thrown together, these
interrupted narratives flood out onto the floor, a tumbling
tributary seeking confluence with the rushing River Moy
across the space, on the other side of the window.
Felicity Clear’s installation, with its angular structure of
lines made of strips of black wood and a glue gun, forms a
3D drawing that shades its corner from floor to ceiling. Clear
centres the act of drawing and the line, while the shadows it
casts increase its spatial qualities. References to architectural
structures are emphasised by the gap between the structure
and the wall, where a viewer can enter, becoming immersed
in the drawing.
On the surface (the surface!) it may seem that virtual
viewing can only undermine the work. The artwork, briefly
embodied, is flattened and the viewer is, once again, a disembodied eye. But while some elements are undoubtedly
muted, distorted or missed, to consider ‘Beyond Drawing’
at a physical remove only emphasises the curatorial framework. Just as the conceptual boundary between drawing and
its three-dimensionality is interrogated by the artists, the
viewer, in confronting their own absence, is forced to reassess
their relationship with the art object and its site of display.
The lockdown provides a handy metaphor for these interrogations: the work has encroached into the space even as
the viewer has been pushed out of it. Perhaps this is a falsely
positive narrative in an unredeemable situation; that ‘Beyond
Drawing’ allows for such spin, is perhaps an indication of
the show’s strength. However, the exhibition now looks set
to push beyond its temporal limits and will remain on view,
post-lockdown. As they say, watch this space…
Clare Scott is an artist and writer based in the South
East of Ireland.
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